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ÿAfrica continues to be a region with strong commitments to religious freedom and religious
pluralism. These, however, are rarely mere facts on the ground ? they are legal, political,
social, and theological projects that require considerable effort to realise. This volume ?
compiling the proceedings of the third annual conference of the African Consortium for Law
and Religion Studies ? focuses on various issues which vastly effect the understanding of
religious pluralism in Africa. These include, amongst others, religious freedom as a human
right, the importance of managing religious pluralism, and the permissibility of religious practice
and observance in South African public schools.
THE woful practice of calling evil good, and good evil; of putting darkness for light, and light for
darkness, bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter, has been the main source of delusion and
slavery in all ages. Isai. v, 20. But, as it has now involved the world in very great perplexities, it
is hoped that this brief essay, to open the nature and evidence of CHRISTIANITY, will be
candidly received; and that our dear Countrymen will be as noble as the Bereans were; and
search the scriptures daily for light in this matter, which is of infinite concernment to us all.
In this thoroughly revised edition, James Cox provides an easily accessible introduction to the
phenomenology of religion, which he contends continues as a foundational method for the
academic study of religion in the twenty-first century. After dealing with the problematic issue of
defining religion, he describes the historical background to phenomenology by tracing its roots
to developments in philosophy and the social sciences in the early twentieth century. The
phenomenological method is then outlined as a step-by-step process, which includes a survey
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of the important classifications of religious behaviour. The author concludes with a discussion
of the place of the phenomenology of religion in the current academic climate and argues that
it can be aligned with the growing scholarly interest in the cognitive science of religion.
The Prophet Ezekiel will have lived in vain if God's true Church doesn't proclaim his message
today! The book of Ezekiel is clearly an end-time message. It reveals specific prophetic events
that are happening right now in the United States, Britain and many other English-speaking
nations. Ezekiel also reveals that these nations are headed for the worst crisis ever known. But
it is all a part of God's master plan to usher in the wonderful Kingdom of God. Herbert W.
Armstrong taught the prophecies of Ezekiel in a general way for many years. But now, for the
first time, they are fully revealed to you through this exciting booklet. In this booklet: • Knowing
the God of Ezekiel • A Change in Commission • The Ezekiel Watchman • Terrorism and Race
Riots • Lucifer's Rebellion • "Begin at My Sanctuary" • "A Stormy Wind" • The Marriage
Covenant • How Near to the End? • Ezekiel's Call for Urgency This ebook is offered
completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please not that Google
Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In
a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account
but will be refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process.
Christian Dispensationalism, the Taiping Revolution, cargo cults in Oceania, the Baha'i Faith,
and the Raelian Movement would seem to have little in common. What they share, however, is
a millennial orientation--the audacious human hope for a collective salvation, which may be
heavenly or earthly or both. Although many religions feature a belief in personal salvation,
millennial faiths are characterized by the expectation that salvation will be accomplished for an
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entire group by a superhuman agent, with or without human collaboration. The Oxford
Handbook of Millennialism offers readers an in-depth look at both the theoretical underpinnings
of the study of millennialism and its many manifestations across history and cultures. While the
term "millennialism" is drawn from Christianity, it is a category that is used to study religious
expressions in diverse cultures, religious traditions, and historical periods. Sometimes,
millennial expectations are expressed in peaceful ways. Other times, millennialists become
involved in violence. The Oxford Handbook of Millennialism begins with a section that
examines four primary types of millennialism. Chapters in the next section examine key issues
such as charismatic leadership, use of scripture, prophetic failure, gender roles, children,
tension with society, and violence. The rest of the book explores millennialism in a wide variety
of places and times, from ancient Near Eastern movements to contemporary apocalyptic and
new age movements, including the roles played by millennialism in national and international
conflicts. This handbook will be a valuable resource for scholars of religious studies, sociology,
psychology, history, and new religious movements.
Chamine exposes how your mind is sabotaging you and keeping your from achieving your true
potential. He shows you how to take concrete steps to unleash the vast, untapped powers of
your mind.
WAKE UP! THE END IS COMING! “FINAL WARNING” IS LIKE NO OTHER BOOK YOU
HAVE EVER READ! GOD AND JESUS OFFER END-TIME PROPHECIES ALREADY
COMING TRUE!! “Coronavirus Pandemic” “The Power of God Drives Fear into Their Souls”
You will read conversations on life-altering topics: Natural Disasters, Global Affairs & World
Powers, Prophecies & Predictions, Secret Societies & Ancient Cultures, Aliens & UFO’s,
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Survival Strategies, Convergence... The Truth will Scare You! The devastation around the
world will be explosive, unimaginable, and unrecognizable. IT WILL NOT BE LONG! IT IS
TIME TO ACT USING YOUR FREE WILL TO MAKE THE DECISION OF YOUR LIFE,
HEAVEN OR HELL?

In August, 2007, something extraordinary happened in the life of Mrs. Jennifer Isabirye
(not her real names), a short, slender, middle-aged career teacher whom I had not met
until that day. It was at a conference organized annually in Kamuli, a small town district
in the eastern region of Uganda. The conference was held at Bethel Church. It was the
first time I attended this prophetic event upon invitation to speak. Seated in the crowded
room were people from the surrounding area and beyond, about 200 of them. This was
not your usual event; strange things were happening as I singled out individuals,
uncannily describing facts about their lives with amazing accuracy. Mrs. Isabirye
happened to be one of them. You are angry at a certain man for financial reasons, I
said to her. Forgive him, for if you dont you will hold back your progress. I also see a
problem with your fibroids, I added. I see you had an operation about them, but it wasnt
successful. I see a swelling around your lower abdomen (that part of her body was fully
covered by her dress) and its because of those fibroids. I was not through with Mrs.
Isabirye. Today you will experience a strange discharge from your body, but have no
fear about it, for it will be God dealing with you. However, make sure you neither let
your doctor nor your daughter know about it. If you do this if you keenly follow my
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revelatory directions you will receive a miraculous healing shortly. In her subsequent
testimony, a day later, Mrs. Isabirye verified everything. Astounded at how I could know
these things, she said, The man I was bitter with was my employer, because for six
months I had not received my salary. Also, I have fibroids, and a few months ago I had
an operation about them that wasnt successful. However, what surprised me even
more was when he (implying me) said I should neither tell my doctor nor my daughter
after the strange discharge from my body. I only see one doctor and I only have one
daughter for a child; how he could have known that is beyond any earthly explanation. I
experienced the strange discharge from my body that day, but unfortunately I told my
doctor and daughter about it. Because she did not keenly follow the revelatory
directions, Mrs. Isabirye did not receive her miraculous healing. However, the following
year I was back there and I was taken to her house where I prayed for her. I called the
experience extraordinary because that is what it was for Mrs. Isabirye and for several
other people who got to witness or experience the mystical for the first time. But to me,
such uncanny comprehension and the supernatural world are, for the lack of a better
word, commonplace. And they can be for you too, if you are daring enough to read
through. Atheist or agnostics may dismiss Mrs. Isabiryes story as spiritual mumbojumbo. They will undoubtedly have a perfectly logical argument why such supernatural
occurrences are not possible. Denominational Christians who think of faith as nothing
more than a set of dos and donts might similarly dismiss it, perhaps with less fervour.
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They too would have sound arguments in support of their positions. What I am
presenting in this book, however, are experiences. The world abounds with arguments,
every man or woman has one to back their position and most of them make good
sense. But in her time of need, Mrs. Isabirye didnt need an argument, she needed an
experience. Someone with an experience is never at the mercy of someone with just an
argument. So whatever your disposition; believer, agnostic, atheist or anything in
between, I dare you to read this with an open mind, you will undoubtedly find this text
eerily challenging. Early experiences The mysterious world of the supernatural is not a
reality I discovered in my latter years. Growing up as a child in Bugolobi, a middle-class
suburb of Kampala, I frequently experienced close enc
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as an enigmatic figure,
struggling with enemies, his inner and external demons, and with his devoted but
disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure, to be explained
secretly to his followers. With an introduction by Nick Cave
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
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public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
The 2007 general elections in Kenya led to major unrest. The aim of this book is to
examine and analyse the events that set the country on fire for several weeks. The
situation has largely stabilised since April 2008, when the articles collected in this book
were first individually published. Some political information has been updated post April
2008. The coalition government took shape with Mwai Kibaki remaining President while
Raila Odinga became the Prime Minister. The country however remains in suspense,
as do the donors who had made it possible for Kenya to restore a semblance of peace.
But to what point will they be interested in investing in the country and to protect their
place in it? The collection comprises a translation of a special issue of Les Cahiers
d'Afrique de l'Est, no. 37, the journal of the Institut Fran?ais de Recherche en Afrique
(IFRA) and a collection of articles from Politique Africaine, no. 109. Whilst the tone of
the book is not highly optimistic, the thrust is not intended to dampen the unanimous
sense of hope in the country that the political and social situation will once more be
more than just tolerable.
Original Scholarly Monograph
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In the contemporary church, there has been an upsurge of those who claim to receive
direct communication through visions and dreams. But their claim contradicts the
testimony of scripture. This book will expose and analyze false prophecies made by two
well-known American and Kenyan ''prophets''. According to Apostle Paul, the purpose
of prophetic gift was for edification in the early church, so in the end it would not be
carried about with every wind of doctrine (1 Corinthians 14:3, 5; Ephesians 4:12, 14).
As the New Testament drew to completion, the same apostle taught that the role of
prophetic gift was coming to an end, being superseded by completed and inspired Holy
Scripture. Today the prophetic claims by contemporary charismatic "prophets" are
never tested for veracity by any witnesses, contrary to apostolic admonition. These
untested visions and dreams cannot compete with the inspired and tested words of
Paul in edifying the church, which was the main purpose of prophetic gift in Bible times.
"We need people like you who can give REASON for their faith objectively and
consistently. Thank you." - George Odero, Nairobi, Kenya "This is just awesome! For
lack of words of how to describe such a God-given insight into the truth ... It's about
time someone was raised of God to counter some of these hypocritical religions." Martin Kilungu, Nairobi, Kenya Charles O. Ndege of Kenya undertook an in-depth study
of the Bible after his conversion in1982. He wrote this book so "the people of God may
not continue to be deceived by the contemporary 'prophets' and their outlandish false
claims." Publisher's Website: http: //sbpra.com/CharlesONdege
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This book explores the interconnections between Christianity, sexuality and citizenship
in sub-Saharan Africa, chronicling the ways in which citizenship in the region has
undergone profound changes in recent decades as a result of growing interaction
between Christianity and politics, the impact of the HIV epidemic, debates about
women's reproductive rights, and the growing visibility of lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender (LGBT) communities. Case studies examine the emergence of Christianity,
especially in its Pentecostal-Charismatic forms, as a public religion, and how this
emergence has meant that Christian actors, beliefs and practices have increasingly
come to manifest themselves in the public sphere. The contributors assess how many
political and religious leaders are invested in a popular ideology of the heterosexual
family as the basis of nation-building, and how this defines narratives of nationhood and
shapes notions of citizenship. Additional case studies focus on the emergence of
sexuality as a critical site of citizenship and nationhood in postcolonial Africa, and
address the difficulties that LGBT communities face in claiming recognition from the
state. Offering case studies from across sub-Saharan Africa and spanning several
academic disciplines and critical perspectives, this book will be of interest to
researchers seeking to understand the complex intersections of religion, sexuality,
politics and citizenship across the region. This book was originally published as a
special issue of Citizenship Studies.
In Prophecy today: reflections from a Southern African context, a group of theologians and
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scholars of religion from Zambia and South Africa reflects upon these questions.
Anthropologists, Biblical scholars, practical theologians and others shine their light on what
prophecy can mean today in this context. This book aims at stimulating a continuing Southern
African discourse on this very interesting and relevant aspect of Christianity in our region. The
book consists of 15 different articles by well-known scholars and has been ably compiled and
edited by Dr Hermen Kroesbergen, lecturer in Systematic Theology and Philosophy of Religion
at Justo Mwale University, Lusaka, Zambia.
The Office of the Prophet is divinely appointed by God and whom God did predestinate, them
he also called. The commission to serve in the area of prophecy requires a complete
understanding of all of the preceding chapters, as well as an intense desire to do the will of
God.
You are about to embark on the most monumental journey of all archaeological discoveries.
The mother load that would make the likes of Indiana Jones salivate. The true land of gold in
all of history which leads to the location of the Garden of Eden and Land of Creation identifying
the Rivers from Eden en route. Though founded in the Bible which is the origin of this saga,
examine the history, archaeology, geography, science, linguistics, etc. which all converge to
reveal what the world knew and somehow misplaced about a century ago. This is a mystery no
longer and now, you will know the whereabouts of the lost isles of gold...
As the conflicts in the Middle East grow in intensity, we cannot help but wonder what lies
ahead for the nation of Israel and whether any of it means we are drawing closer to the last
days. In their exciting new book Target Israel, prophecy experts Tim LaHaye and Ed Hindson
explain why Israel is at the center of God's prophetic plan for the future. As you carefully review
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the Scriptures with them, you'll learn about... the miracle of Israel's modern-day existence
Israel's unique purpose in the world the ways in which Israel serves as a super sign of the end
times the coming alliance of nations that will attempt to annihilate Israel Christ's return to
Jerusalem to rule the world You'll be inspired as you see how God will bring all His prophetic
promises to pass, and be encouraged to share your faith with greater urgency in light of
Christ's second coming.
This book contains the opening words of a New Message from God. In the pages that follow,
God is speaking to humanity anew, providing a warning, a blessing and a preparation for the
great change that is coming to the world. God has spoken again at a time of great need and
difficulty worldwide. This is a Divine answer to the growing crises of war, unrelenting climate
change, religious conflict, and human suffering and deprivation now escalating around the
world. The New Message from God is a living communication from God to the heart of every
man, woman and child on Earth. The Word and the Sound are in the world again. We are living
at a time of Revelation.
Occasioned by reflections on the 50th anniversary of the publication of Festinger et al.'s When
Prophecy Fails, this book examines social scientific prophecy research in the second half of
the twentieth century, with particular attention to the question of the dynamics that inspired
people to engage actively in such end-time activities.
The impact of The Late Great Planet Earth cannot be overstated. The New York Times called it
the "no. 1 non-fiction bestseller of the decade." For Christians and non-Christians of the 1970s,
Hal Lindsey's blockbuster served as a wake-up call on events soon to come and events
already unfolding -- all leading up to the greatest event of all: the return of Jesus Christ. The
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years since have confirmed Lindsey's insights into what biblical prophecy says about the times
we live in. Whether you're a church-going believer or someone who wouldn't darken the door
of a Christian institution, the Bible has much to tell you about the imminent future of this planet.
In the midst of an out-of-control generation, it reveals a grand design that's unfolding exactly
according to plan. The rebirth of Israel. The threat of war in the Middle East. An increase in
natural catastrophes. The revival of Satanism and witchcraft. These and other signs, foreseen
by prophets from Moses to Jesus, portend the coming of an antichrist . . . of a war which will
bring humanity to the brink of destruction . . . and of incredible deliverance for a desperate,
dying planet.
October 17, 2012 started as any other day for Navy airman and fitness trainer Brett Parks until
he heard screams for help. Without hesitation, he ran towards the sound and apprehended the
mugger, unaware that the criminal had a gun. Moments later, the attacker fired a devastating
shot directly into Brett’s body. The bullet shredded Brett’s kidney, pierced his intestines, and
destroyed several inches of the largest vein in his body. Three sets of surgeons’ hands
applied pressure inside Brett’s open stomach to stop the bleeding while nurses delivered
coolers full of blood to the operating room every 15 minutes. As the medical team worked
fervently to save Brett’s life, his wife received the bleak news that their unborn daughter and
young son may grow up without a father. But the God whom Brett had given his life to years
before had other plans. After a medical battle that included a 20-day coma, multiple surgeries,
and an unexpected amputation, Brett emerged from his coma to begin a long and challenging
recovery—medically and spiritually. Miracle Man details Brett Parks recovery as he experienced
it and the miracles and greatness of our God in heaven; however, Miracle Man is less about
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Brett and more about what God has done through his story. Miracle Man: A Bullet that Ignited
a Purpose-Filled Life shows readers how to: • prepare (by doing what God puts in front of you),
• set goals (by being who God wants you to be), and • never give up (because God has a
purpose for your life that only you can fulfill).
In 2006, the contemporary American Pentecostal movement celebrated its 100th birthday.
Over that time, its African American sector has been markedly influential, not only vis-à-vis
other branches of Pentecostalism but also throughout the Christian church. Black Christians
have been integrally involved in every aspect of the Pentecostal movement since its inception
and have made significant contributions to its founding as well as the evolution of
Pentecostal/charismatic styles of worship, preaching, music, engagement of social issues, and
theology. Yet despite its being one of the fastest growing segments of the Black Church, AfroPentecostalism has not received the kind of critical attention it deserves. Afro-Pentecostalism
brings together fourteen interdisciplinary scholars to examine different facets of the movement,
including its early history, issues of gender, relations with other black denominations,
intersections with popular culture, and missionary activities, as well as the movement’s
distinctive theology. Bolstered by editorial introductions to each section, the chapters reflect on
the state of the movement, chart its trajectories, discuss pertinent issues, and anticipate future
developments. Contributors: Estrelda Y. Alexander, Valerie C. Cooper, David D. Daniels III,
Louis B. Gallien, Jr., Clarence E. Hardy III, Dale T. Irvin, Ogbu U. Kalu, Leonard Lovett, Cecil
M. Robeck, Jr., Cheryl J. Sanders, Craig Scandrett-Leatherman, William C. Turner, Jr.,
Frederick L. Ware, and Amos Yong
This remarkable book is more than the dramatic account of how a red-haired, freckle-faced girl
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from concordia, Missouri, became "the most prominent woman evangelist who ever lived." It is
also the story of how God used her life and teaching to influence Benny Hinn. By tracing her
fifty extraordinary years of ministry, Benny Hinn offers revealing insights into the spiritual life of
one of God's choice servants as she took the saving and healing message of Jesus Christ to
her generation – often in the midst of personal struggles and disappointing heartbreaks.
In this book van der Leeuw discusses the horizontal path to God and the vertical paths
descending from God and ascending to Him. If God Himself appears, it is in a totally different
manner, which results not in intelligible utterance, but in proclamation; and it is with this that
theology has to deal." Originally published in 1986. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the
latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from
the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press
since its founding in 1905.
Will Donald Trump win in 2020? What are God's words for America regarding the upcoming
election season? God is activating prophetic words for Donald Trump and America in the
upcoming seasons of change. Join John Whitman and discover Donald Trump's Prophetic
Destiny! Packed with fresh revelatory insights and annotated material from the famous general
of the faith, prophet Smith Wigglesworth, author Whitman shares astonishing visions and
revelation given by God to edify and uplift a nation and her president.While offering his
prophecy up for judgement, Whitman challenges Christians worldwide and especially in
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America to stand up, prophesy and tell the truth. Trump's Prophetic Destiny also offers step-bystep guidance for learning how to live in the presence of the Holy Spirit and recognize God's
voice on a daily basis. Through this understanding, you will be able to partner with the
Kingdom and live in the miraculous power of Jesus each day. Dwelling in the supernatural will
give you insider information on the upcoming election and also permanent breakthrough in
your life. Devour the teaching within these pages and allow the Holy Spirit to do the
unexpected! Additionally, you will learn:- How to outwit the devil and his dirty tricks-How to
crack the code to accessing God's presence every day-To discover confidence in your own
ability to prophesy-How to pray for Donald Trump -Tactics for influencing politics-Strategies for
improving popular culture in America-The truth about America's destiny and coming
revivalDon't be one who misses out! Grab this book and give it a read--you have nothing to
lose and your prophetic destiny to gain!
The collection showcases new research in the field of cultural and historical narratology.
Starting from the premise of the ‘semantisation of narrative forms’ (A. Nünning), it explores
the cultural situatedness and historical transformations of narrative, with contributors
developing new perspectives on key concepts of cultural and historical narratology, such as
unreliable narration and multiperspectivity. The volume introduces original approaches to the
study of narrative in culture, highlighting its pivotal role for attention, memory, and resilience
studies, and for the imagination of crises, the Anthropocene, and the Post-Apocalypse.
Addressing both fictional and non-fictional narratives, individual essays analyze the narrativemaking and unmaking of Europe, Brexit, and the Postcolonial. Finally, the collection features
new research on narrative in media culture, looking at the narrative logic of graphic novels,
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picture books, and newsmedia.
Grace is given to the public to prepare, it's coming, ..."Get ready"....Another great storm!!

How do we prepare for 2020 and beyond? God reveals insight from Heaven to His
prophets in order to prepare His people for what's coming. How do we prepare for 2020
and the New Era ahead? We hear and heed the prophetic words being released, pray
through them, and ask the Holy Spirit for strategy on how to practically partner with
these words to see fulfillment. Larry Sparks, publisher of Destiny Image and prophetic
Bible teacher, has a vision to connect the body of Christ with the words of the prophets.
This is meant to fuel intercession and mobilization. Including 18 chapter-long prophetic
words from globally recognized prophets and emerging prophetic leaders, featuring:
What God is doing with America, the Nations, the 2020 Election and Beyond An Era of
“Holy Power”, a Pivot Year and Warfare against the spirit of Evolution The ChristConfigured Church and Demoniac Nations “Five Ways the Devil is Trying to Turn
Christianity Upside Down” A Second American Revolutionary War, Civil War and the
Emergence of Spiritual Champions The Year of “Bold Faith” and Uprooting the Fear of
Man 8 Powerful Prophetic Proclamations for the New Era! And More! As one prophet
has said, "prophetic words are often an invitation, not an inevitability." God is looking for
people who will partner with Heaven to see His Kingdom purposes come to pass in the
Earth. Will you take your place?
In a suffering world reeling from global pandemics and health disparities, it is high time
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to think theologically about the devastating experience of disease, and to address our
God-inspired responsibility to understand its origins and engage in its management. In
a fragmented world, we need a unifying and integrated perspective on people in
communities embedded in a fractured ecology. In an academic world blind to the
spiritual world and imbalanced toward technical solutions, the global church must
articulate a contemporary metanarrative that is moral, practical, and deeply
transformational. All Creation Groans brings together multiple perspectives for a
compelling global-health approach to the pathologies of the world as a part of the
missio Dei. The authors paint a unifying perspective on God's healing intentions in
creation, redemption, and consummation, and the opposing nature-corrupting effects of
the rebellion of created moral agents. It is a fresh call for the global church to engage in
aligning with God's healing action for eternally sustainable global health.
Be Inspired by Deborah, A woman of great power and influence.
Did you ever ask yourself: "Who am I? What am I? Why am I?" You are a mystery. The
world about you is a mystery. Now, you can understand!
Who was William Branham (1909-1965) and what were his claims? He was an
American pastor and evangelist credited for spearheading the post World War II healing
revivals of the 1940s and 50s. In the 1960s, he began to view himself as Elijah the
prophet of Malachi 4:5-6, who restores the elect to the word of God as a forerunner of
Christ's return; the seventh angel messenger of Revelation 3:14 and 10:7, who reveals
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every hidden mystery of the Bible in the end time; and the fulfillment of the Son of man
ministry of Luke 17:30, who reveals Christ to the last generation as a prophet. He also
believed his message was the "shout" of Christ's second coming in 1 Thessalonians
4:16.Currently, an estimated two million people believe Branham's claims. Nonetheless,
this full-sized book of 17 chapters and 320 pages challenges his claims and teachings
from an insider's perspective through an eight months investigative research. In doing
so, the author provides a convincing compilation of more than 3,000 excerpts, credible
references, official documents, archived newspaper articles, historical facts, and
insightful scriptures. This compilation uncovers wide-ranging plagiarisms, disproven
and embellished supernatural vindications, failed visions, failed prophecies, failed
"Thus saith the Lord," failed predictions, and vast unscriptural doctrinal errors. Among
Branham's most celebrated claims, the revealing of the seven seals in the book of
Revelation are considered the pinnacle of his teachings. He supposedly did what the
Old Testament prophets, New Testament apostles, church reformers, or any other
clergy throughout history had never achieved. He claimed that seven angels revealed
these hidden mysteries.However, this timely book examines, diligently compares, and
provides nearly 100 pages of evidences that suggest Branham almost certainly got his
understanding of the seven seals and 20 other significant revelatory
teachings--supposedly revealed by God--from several well-known biblical writers of the
past. These teachings include the seven church ages and messengers, seventh angel
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of Revelation 3:14 and 10:7, two comings of Elijah, the beast of Revelation 13, Mystery
Babylon and daughters; the image, mark, and number of the beast; United States in
prophecy, Daniel's seventy weeks, historical applications of four beasts, Godhead
doctrines, serpent seed, water baptism, and several more.The authors of these
commentaries and books are mostly Clarence Larkin (1850-1924), a very distinguished
and knowledgeable Bible teacher; Uriah Smith (1832-1903), an educator and
theologian of the Seventh Day Adventist; Charles Taze Russell (1852-1916), a
restorationist and founder of a movement that later became the Jehovah's Witnesses
organization; John Gill (1697-1771), a noted biblical scholar and theologian; and Albert
Barnes (1798-1870), a noted theologian. We shall also consider other noted biblical
scholars of the same eras (e.g. Cyrus Scofield and Henry Halley).Moreover, this
research provides extensive scriptural evidences uncovering vast errors in Branham's
teachings, including a false gospel of salvation. How? During the latter years, Branham
believed his message was necessary or the evidence for salvation, the Holy Spirit
baptism, the new birth, and rapture to heaven; rather than the gospel of Christ
preached by the apostles.This book also examines the inaccuracies and repeated
revisions in Branham's visions of 1933, whereby God allegedly revealed seven major
events that would transpire before Christ's return in 1977. This research pinpoints
developing historical trends and occurrences between the 1920s and 1960s that
possibly influenced those seven prophecies and revisions. The final updated version of
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these visions appears in his 1965 book on the seven church ages, where the obvious
errors from earlier sermons had been cleverly removed. Thus, when facts are weighed,
Branham's teachings and claims are conclusively proven wrong.
This book on Jeremiah seeks to place before a broad audience of students and lay
readers one of the truly great Hebrew prophets and extraordinary individuals of the
ancient world. It lifts up major themes preserved in the book bearing Jeremiah's name,
one of the most prominent being Jeremiah's understanding of himself as "the prophet
like Moses." Jeremiah remained faithful to his calling during the final days of Israelite
nationhood, when the remnant of a once great nation fell to Nebuchadnezzar and the
Babylonians in 586 BC. He suffered along with everyone else, but was nevertheless
numbered among the survivors. From his confinement in the court of the guard he gave
a dispirited remnant, many of whom would subsequently make the long journey into
faraway exile, unambiguous hope for the future, announcing just before the nation's fall
a new covenant that God would make with his people in future days.
Nobel Laureate Desmond Tutu has long been admired throughout the world for the
heroism and grace he exhibited while encouraging countless South Africans in their
struggle for human rights. In God Has a Dream, his most soul-searching book, he
shares the spiritual message that guided him through those troubled times. Drawing on
personal and historical examples, Archbishop Tutu reaches out to readers of all
religious backgrounds, showing how individual and global suffering can be transformed
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into joy and redemption. With his characteristic humor, Tutu offers an extremely
personal and liberating message. He helps us to “see with the eyes of the heart” and
to cultivate the qualities of love, forgiveness, humility, generosity, and courage that we
need to change ourselves and our world. Echoing the words of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
he writes, “God says to you, ‘I have a dream. Please help me to realize it. It is a dream
of a world whose ugliness and squalor and poverty, its war and hostility, its greed and
harsh competitiveness, its alienation and disharmony are changed into their glorious
counterparts. When there will be more laughter, joy, and peace, where there will be
justice and goodness and compassion and love and caring and sharing. I have a dream
that my children will know that they are members of one family, the human family,
God’s family, my family.’” Addressing the timeless and universal concerns all people
share, God Has a Dream envisions a world transformed through hope and compassion,
humility and kindness, understanding and forgiveness.
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